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Introduction

With the vibrant pace at which technology is 
developing, technology companies, retailers, brand 
manufacturers, service providers and startups are 
being forced to adapt and explore new avenues in 
order to stay in touch with consumers.

The selected technologies featured in this report 
therefore illustrate how consumer and retailer 
behaviour is changing. Both established companies 
like Tesco, Amazon, Google, Lego and Barilla as 
well as startups Argus Labs, Starcount and Radiate 
Athletics are all experimenting with innovative 
projects that aim to keep up with the modern 
consumer – tech savvy, active online and with 
higher expectations of brands.

The report also looks at consumer behaviour 
change and the role technology plays in this, with 
a specific focus on the maker movement. While 
people are consuming more technology, they are 
not necessarily understanding it and are missing out 
on the potential to be creative, produce their own 
stuff and see technology in a different light. With 
the growing familiarisation of etsy, press coverage 
on 3D printing and talks of introducing coding 
and electronics into school curriculums, the maker 
movement is slowly entering the mainstream and 
posing a new challenge.

This report offers a 360 degree view of how future 
retailing will take shape, how consumer behaviour 
will evolve and what the shopper journey of the 
future will look like.

On the one hand, the report covers some of the 
most innovative and disruptive technologies that 
companies are producing right now and on the 
other hand, a social movement keen to keep 
people’s creative juices flowing by engaging and 
understanding how technologies work rather than 
just simply consuming them.

Companies featured
Adidas, Amazon, Arduino, Argus Labs, Apple, 
Barilla, Dixons Carphone, dunnhumby, eBay, 
etsy, facebook, google, Kingfisher, Lego, 
Lick, Lululemon, LG, Maker Cafe, Maker 
Faire, MakeyMakey, Mimo, Nike, Radiate 
Athletics, RadioShack, Raspberry Pi, Reebox, 
Red5, Samsung, sculpteo, shapeways, Sony, 

Star Count, Tesco, Uber.

Technology covered
AI, Arduinos, digital augmentation, digital 
tattoos, drones, internet of things, raspberry 
pi, smart clothing, sentinent devices, 
wearables, 3D printing.



Key Questions Answered

What is the future of loyalty?•	  How can retailers move away from assessing shopping behaviour 
at the transaction stage to the vital emotional need states before? How can they gain deeper 
insights into consumers minds, feelings, motivations and what they love? How can they generate 
true loyalty?

What role will artificial intelligence and sentinent technology play? How can an app tell how a user •	
feels? And what are the retail use cases for that? What type of brands would be ideal clients?

How will social media based loyalty programmes, such as Dunnhumby’s new venture Starcount, •	
develop? Why is it such a powerful tool for brands?

What is the future of wearables?•	  We have not seen a comparable impact in terms of consumer 
behaviour change from any other devices - especially around health. Who stands to win, who stands 
to lose out, when mass adoption is starting to happen? What is the leading product in wearables? 
What is the pressing issue surrounding wearables?

What are currently the most important trends in digital augmentation?•	

Why is start up Radiate Athletcis significant? How do digital tattoos work? In what contexts could •	
they be used? Who are Mimo and what augmented product does the company manufacture?

Why is the French retailer Lick so innovative and a glimpse into the future of retailing?•	

What is the future of home delivery•	  in terms of delivering to shoppers’ smartphones? Will the 
uberisation of retailing begin? Is eBay the right company to invest into one hour delivery? Or does 
the first mover really need either a clear luxury USP or grocery ranges?

Will drones work in combination with click & collect stations? Will they have a future in retail home •	
delivery at all?



Key Questions Answered

What is the future of consumer behaviour?•	  How big is the maker movement, spanning from 
designers and  entrepreneurs printing their own 3D prototypes, to kids programming their first apps, 
to hackers, to electronics fanatics using arduinos and raspberry pis?

How will this movement change retail? What should retailers do?•	

Has 3D printing finally entered the mainstream? How will the technology impact retailers, consumers •	
and industry? How have Shapeways and Sculpteo taken advantage of the increasing profile of 3D 
printing?

How do electronics companies MakeyMakey, Arduino and Raspberry Pi contribute to the maker •	
movement?

How can the maker movement help transform US retailer Radioshack?•	

What is the future of the shopper journey?•	  How will a shopper shop in future, when innovative 
technology is being used to influence behaviour, but shoppers also use their technology to influence 
the retailer? How can retailers serve the needs of those consumers who want to take control back 
over technology and make it work for them (rather than being tied to an ecosystem for example)?.

What will be the impact of the described trends be on consumers, ranges, operations and •	
the sector as a whole?



FEATURES

A comprehensive guide into technology •	
trends of the future: disruptive technology 
and the maker movement

Extensive analysis on some of the most •	
innovative and disruptive technologies 
developed by established and upcoming 
companies

Impact and predictions of how every •	
significant technological development will 
impact consumers, ranges, operations and the 
sector as a whole

Extensive, step by step, and actionable •	
recommendations of how retailers should 
react

An entire shopper journey of the future•	

Features & Benefits

BENEFITS

Understand how the technologies featured •	
will change the behaviours of both retailers 
and consumers

Become aware of the latest projects from the •	
established tech giants like Amazon, google 
and powerhouse retailers such as Tesco as 
well as the disruptive technologies developed 
by startups.

Gain insights into the opportunities and •	
dangers posed by innovative technology, how 
shopper behaviour will change and how to 
respond to remain relevant with consumers.

Get a clear picture of how retailing will look •	
like in future and stay a step ahead of the 
competition
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Recommendations: electronics

Retailers should start to stock spare parts and individual components for consumer electronics as customers 

increasingly build their own projects and will not be satis�ed with already assembled products. Selling DIY 

kits is particularly recommended.

Bricks and mortar stores should use electronics in their shops to create an engaging and visually aesthetic 

front that showcases products at its best. Naturally there needs to be a trade off between individual 

creativity in single stores and retail brand consistency.

As schools start to integrate electronics early into the curriculum, retailers should look to stock electronics 

products with an educational and creative bent to capitalise on the new generation of technically minded 

children.

There should be a stand in store that helps consumers with any electronics issues they have (like Apple’s 

Genius Bar). We especially recommend demonstrations on how to �x straight forward problems with 

smartphones such as replacing a broken screen.
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Impact on consumers, ranges, operations, sector: sentinent technologyImpact on consumers. One scenario could 

see the less emotionally mature shopper relying 

on apps to control their emotions. Conversely 

more emotionally stable consumers might just 

disengage – the app could then be seen as the 

AI module in the movie “her” or as an equivalent 

of google maps – just on emotions.

Impact on operations. Companies might start 

tracking the feelings and emotions of their staff, 

insights derived from this could lead to better HR 

policies. It would certainly enable greater levels 

of control.

Impact on ranges. Seasonal peaks and spikes 

could be replaced by emotional spikes, for 

example around sport events. It is crucial that the 

sentinent solution reacts to altered mood stages, 

once there has been an intervention on the back 

of the data. The solution needs to pick up that 

more positive mood music may increase well 

being and hence adjust targeting in accordance.

Impact on sector. Once one company adopts 

these solutions and they are seen to be working 

the competitive advantage could be so great that 

the whole sector needs to follow suit. It would 

arguably enable real consumer centricity for the 

very �rst time.
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«Research Farm publishes great reports every year, and each report 
brings a unique perspective compared to any other information 
available elsewhere: the analyses go deep, they are supported with 
data, but what I most value is that each report is built around a ‘clear 
story’, contains proprietary insights and even sometimes innovative 
projections into the future which help us to think out of the box.»
Global Channel Category sales
Nestle waters

«For us the ResearchFarm reports are so useful. The information provided give us the opportu-
nity to increase our knowledge about the retail industry and its key trends.»
Rafael Florez - CEO GS1 Columbia

«The discounters reports  were and still are very helpful as we got lots of detailed information 
and figures we haven’t found anywhere else. This has helped us to progress with our plans of 
expansion in the US  and convince people internally of the market potential.»
Marketing Manager - Bonifaz-Kohler

«On DLF’s (Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers) New Years 
Conference we had the great pleasure to hear ResearchFarm speak about future trends in on-
line grocery retailing. The feed back from the conference participants was very positive as they 
gave ResearchFarm’s presentation the highest score of all speakers, finding the analysis about 
the key success factors of chosen EU and US online retailers both very interesting and inspiring. 
We can therefore give ResearchFarm our best recommendation.»
Dagligvareleverandørerne
Danish Association of Fast Moving Consumer Goods Manufacturers

Testimonials - Our Clients Say It Best

+ press quotes
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